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Warringah Council staff trying for the Trifecta

Warringah Council staff have recommended to Councillors to vote against the instructions of
Brad Hazzard (former Planning Minister and Member for Wakehurst), against the NSW
Government’s position and against the unanimous recommendation of the Warringah
Development Assessment Panel. Warringah Council staff are trying for a trifecta.
Warringah Council have been trying to change the zoning of privately owned, Non Urban Land
in the Oxford Falls - Belrose North area to be included in a new E3 Environment Protection
Zone, since 2009.
Following a well turned out public meeting in 2011, residents vented their anger in no
uncertain terms. The public meeting voted on the E3 issue and 147 of the 150 attendees voted
against the proposed E3 zoning. It was this meeting that was the start of the Warringah Urban
Fringe Association (WUFA), which was setup to fight the Council proposed E3 zoning of
privately owned land.
Warringah Council tried including the Belrose Country Club, Balu’s Indian restaurant and the
Caltex service station in Belrose in the same E3 zone, but backed down due to community
concerns and subsequently zoned the properties as residential.
WUFA are very grateful to Brad Hazzard and the NSW government for stepping in and not
allowing Warringah Council to zone the land in the Oxford Falls and Belrose North area as E3.
In 2011, Brad Hazzard deferred the proposed E3 area in Oxford Falls – Belrose North from
Warringah Council’s new LEP (LEP2011) until a Strategic Review could be conducted into the
issue.
WUFA have put forward a zoning option which will make all of the environmentally valuable
land zoned E3, whilst leaving land that is not of high environmental value a mixture of rural
and residential. WUFA says this in the only option that fulfils two criteria, that is it follows the
instructions of the Minister for Planning and it meets the NSW government’s policy for the
zoning of environmentally sensitive land.
From 2011 to 2014, the Strategic review was conducted jointly by Warringah Council and the
Department of Planning and has recommended zonings in line with WUFA’s recommendations
for Belrose North. It is predominantly privately owned land East of Forest way that Council
Staff remain defiant over.
In March 2014, Brad Hazzard (as Minister for Planning) sent a letter to Warringah Council
requesting that land that does not have a high environmental value not be zoned as an
Environmental Zone (The privately owned land in contention is not of High Environmental
value).

In May 2014, Pru Goward (the new Minister for Planning) published a Media Release stating the
NSW government’s position was that clear criteria and strong evidence is required before
zoning an area E3. There is no strong evidence of the privately owned land that council staff
want to zone as E3 having high environmental value. Council’s own Non Urban Lands study
that was conducted by Warringah Council classifies the land that WUFA wants excluded from
the E3 zoning as “Disturbed Land of Lower Conservation value”.
In June 2014, the Warringah Development Assessment Panel (WDAP) held a public hearing into
the E3 issue. WDAP unanimously recommended that Warringah Council NOT proceed with the
proposed E3 zoning of the land.
Despite these three high powered instructions, Warringah Council staff seem to think they can
recommend anything they want and the Councillors will support them.

